THE LATEST GENERATION OF WATER TANKS

KG SYSTEMY UNDER ZAWADA.TECH BRAND
INTRODUCE TO THE MARKET THE LATEST GENERATION WATER TANKS FOR USE IN GREENHOUSES

MODERN - PRACTICAL - PROFITABLE

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTION PROCESS

Thanks to the newly developed production line, we produce a special profile made of galvanized corrugated steel with increased strength and stiffness. The use of S 350GD steel increases the tensile strength and provides additional strength of the tank structure. Innovative zinc-magnesium anti-corrosion coating significantly increases the anti-corrosion properties of the water tank.

CONVENIENT ASSEMBLY AND TRANSPORT

Due to the low weight and simplified construction, only a few people are needed to assemble the tank. The compact packaging saves loading space, which means lower transport costs. We can deliver our tanks in a few days anywhere in the world.

VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS

Thanks to the installation of an innovative connection system, we can create round, oval, rectangular or square water tanks. Our water tanks are manufactured in many diameters and heights, which allows them to be adapted to the needs of recipients.

ADVISORY AND CONSULTATION

We provide our clients with free advice and expert consultations at every stage. Our qualified staff will prepare an offer for the individual needs of each client.

When choosing ZAWADA.TECH water tanks you get the product with the highest technical parameters, made of the highest quality materials.

- Highest durability
- Wide range of applications
- Large capacity range
- Fast and easy assembly
- High quality of the product
- Attractive financing

FOR MORE INFORMATION SCAN QR CODE

CONTACT WITH US

KG SYSTEMY Sp. z o.o.
46-022 Zawada, ul. Turawska 1b
tel. +48 77 544 32 02

BIURO@ZAWADA.TECH
WWW.ZAWADA.TECH